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Our vision is to create
beautiful, inspiring
bathroom environments,
and to alter the perception
of the bathroom from that
of a purely functional space
into something beautiful,
relaxing and enriching.

Plural

Creating new shared domestic spaces
With Plural, you rediscover your bathroom culture where each element of the collection is
aesthetically harmonized where historic relevance is elegantly infused in a sustainable
design. Plural introduces subtle palette of colours in tones of White, Matte Black, Matte Mink,
Matte Taupe, Matte White, creating an atmosphere of sensual luxury in the bathroom space.
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Equal

The ultimate bathroom harmony
Equal is designed for the elite who are passionate about perfection. This model is inspired by
the perfection of shapes and ﬁgures. Align yourself to dive deep into this ultimate bathroom
collection. This bathroom collection offers you a sleek dimension in the world of shapes and
ﬁgures. Gives you ample reasons to contemplate for the good.
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Metropole

Futurebound Sanitaryware, designed today
Make room for metropole, a breakthrough WC that gives you a peek into smart hygiene to
elevate your senses. Experience this one of a kind collection in a variety of colors - White,
Matte Black, Matte Mink, Matte Taupe.
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Origin

Differentiate from the ordinary
Origin, a collection that showcases how concise and elegant a faucet can be. You just can’t
stop over contemplating this faucet with admiration and would not resist using these more
than once! Available in different strokes of chrome, brushed nickel, polished copper, and
matte black. Origin offers an integrated and charming ﬁnal touch to the bathroom.
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Experience Centers
Mumbai:
EYAP Liaison Ofﬁce ,B-102, Durolite House,
Opp. SAB TV Building, New Link Road,
Andheri (West), Mumbai - 400053

Delhi:
A - 288, Defense Colony,
Ground Floor,
New Delhi - 110024

A reimagined bathroom experience
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